
DATA BUFFET® PLATFORM

The Data Buffet platform enables clients to view, manipulate and automate delivery of forecast and historical 
data in a variety of formats. Access to our robust, web-based platform is provided to clients with an economic 
data or forecast subscription from Moody’s Analytics.

A powerful solution for accessing economic data & forecasts from 
Moody's Analytics



COUNTRY RISK SERVICEDATA BUFFET® PLATFORM

CONVENIENT DATA MANAGEMENT & DELIVERY

Locate and assemble datasets quickly using search or graphical catalog.
Operate on economic data and geographies selectively or in bulk.
Organize, save and schedule baskets of data for delivery to email, ftp and more (at regular intervals or 
when data change) or use our API.
Download into 14 file formats, including xls, csv, txt and eViews.
Apply transformations to meet your needs, including year-over-year %, simple difference, annualized 
growth, % change, year-over-year difference, or custom transformations.

https://www.economy.com/getlocal?q=97afe801aaec44298831052e503309e3&app=ecca�le

Select, transform and schedule economic time series to be delivered automatically.

POWERFUL CHARTING

Select a baseline and up to six forecast scenarios.
Plot up to 10 time series per chart and apply transformations.
Select from 11 popular chart types, including line, bar and pie.
Include recession bars, custom stripes, legends and annotations.
Choose output dimensions and file formats: bmp, gif, jpg, wmf.
Insert as scalable, refreshable graphic in Microsoft Office.
Create templates and automate delivery.

Produce presentation-ready visuals with our flexible charting tools.



GEOGRAPHIC MAPPING

Create thematic maps of economic and financial data for metro 
areas, counties, ZIP codes, and other geographic areas around 
the globe.

Change the frequency and transformation.
Choose a number of intervals—equal value or number 
of observations.
Adjust the appearance, add titles and a legend.
Choose output dimensions and file formats.
Insert as scalable graphic in your Microsoft Office 
document.

APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE (API)

Our application program interface (API) enables you to retrieve individual series or baskets of data directly into 
your workflow application or model programmatically.

MICROSOFT ADD-INS

Use our Microsoft Office add-ins to insert scalable data, charts 
and maps into your Office document and refresh data in a 
single click.

Transfer graphics between applications while connected 
to Data Buffet.
Modify values within Excel and update with one click.
View underlying data values in Excel and automate 
delivery.
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To learn how we can help meet your needs, visit www.Economy.com, email us at HelpEconomy@moodys.com, 
or contact us at a location below.

CONTACT US

U.S./ CANADA

+1.866.275.3266 

EMEA

+44.20.7772.5454

ASIA / PACIFIC

+852.3551.3077

OTHER LOCATIONS
+1.610.235.5299

California Total Personal 
Income, $ mil
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